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INTRODUCTION
In 1924, Soviet filmmaker Dziga Vertov
answered five questions posed by Kino
magazine.Oneofthemwasabouthisatti-
tude towards art. Vertov offered the fol-
lowing answer:

One-millionth part of the inventiveness
which every man shows in his daily work in
the factory, the works, in the field, that al-
ready contains an element of what people
single out as so-called “art.”

The very term “art” is counter-revolution-
ary in essence, since it shelters a whole caste
of privileged people, who imagine them-
selves to be not people but the miracle work-
ers of this same “art.” Inspiration, or
rather an enthusiasm for your work, is not
the prerogative of these “Magi,” but also of
every worker on the Volkhov Hydro-Elec-
tric Plant, every driver in his train, every
turner at his lathe.

Destroying once and for all the term “art,”
we should not, of course, bring it back in an-
other form, let’s say under the sauce of
“artistic labor.” It is essential that we estab-
lish definitively that there is no border be-

tween artistic and non-artistic labor.1

In other words, the filmmaker took this
opportunity to launch a small, but blunt,
manifesto for the destruction of the con-
cept of art, highlighting how such a con-
cept leads to an elitist approach to the is-
sue of work. In the year of Lenin’s death,
Vertov thus denied that there is such a
thing as a line separating the artistic from
the non-artistic in the domain of work
and production. He was therefore fight-
ing against a perspective that he consid-
ered to be counter-revolutionary and
idealistic.
This essay develops these suggestions,
adopting Karl Marx and Friedrich En-
gels' critical — both materialist and di-
alectical — analysis of the topic of work.
Capitalism reduces work to an instru-
mental and forced laboring activity, a
means of alienation. The historical and
practical transformation of the relations
of production, in a process of human
emancipation, turns work into a form of
human realization and integral develop-
ment, both productive and creative.
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WORK AND HUMANITY
Thereisacertainunderstandingofworkthat
is the basis for Vertov’s words: that of an ac-
tivity performed by human beings that uses
their physical and intellectual capacities to
transform natural resources, so that the
product of that transformation meets their
needs. Natural resources are the subject of la-
bor. The set of physical and intellectual ca-
pacities is the labor force, which incapitalism
becomes the basic commodity. The capital-
ist exploitation mechanism is that which
takes the form of surplus value, the excess
value produced by labor, well above the
workers’ paid salaries. By using its labor
force on subjects of labor, humanity pro-
duces things that it considers to have use-
value, but it also produces itself in this pro-
cess. In this sense, Engels writes:
Labour is the source of all wealth, the political
economists assert. And it really is the source —
next to nature, which supplies it with the mate-
rial that it converts into wealth. But it is even
infinitely more than this. It is the prime basic
condition for all human existence, and this to
such an extent that, in a sense, we have to say
that labour created man himself.2

Engels’ hypothesis is that human beings be-
come aware of themselves, of their faculties,
through work and its transformative dimen-
sions.Atthesametime, theiruseof theprod-
ucts resulting from work — as well as their
interaction with them — change what they
are as beings. This change becomes notice-
able ifweconsidertheways inwhichtherela-
tions of production and the economic struc-
ture complexify and are reflected into social
institutions with a cultural and ideological

character. In view of this, work con-
denses the materialist and dialectical
developmentofhumans. It isahuman
factor—that is, a factor of humanity
as a process of becoming. When they
work, human beings work themselves,
which means that work has an anthro-
pological trait and integrates a cre-
ative-projective power into the
sphere of the workforce. Marx makes
reference to this aspect in this passage
from Capital :
A spider conducts operations that re-
semble those of a weaver, and a bee puts
to shame many an architect in the con-
struction of her cells. But what distin-
guishes the worst architect from the best
of bees is this, that the architect raises his
structure in imagination before he
erects it in reality. At the end of every
labour-process, we get a result that al-
ready existed in the imagination of the
labourer at its commencement. He not
only effects a change of form in the mate-
rial on which he works, but he also re-
alises a purpose of his own that gives the
law to his modus operandi, and to which
he must subordinate his will. And this
subordination is no mere momentary
act. Besides the exertion of the bodily or-
gans, the process demands that, during
thewholeoperation, theworkman’swill
be steadily in consonance with his pur-
pose. This means close attention. The
less he is attracted by the nature of the
work, and the mode in which it is car-
ried on, and the less, therefore, he enjoys
it as something which gives play to his
bodily and mental powers, the more
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close his attention is forced to be.3

The goods that result from work are a
true creation, of objects and their val-
ue, through a process of transforma-
tion of nature. For this reason, work
activity is still in the natural sphere,
insofar as it is linked to the develop-
ment of human nature, which is nei-
ther given nor immutable as meta-
physics often tends to claim. At this
point, it makes sense to clearly distin-
guish work from labor . This distinc-
tion will be relevant in the next step of
this essay and is related to the differ-
ence between the two words in En-
glish, “work” and “labor,” mentioned
by Engels in a footnote in the fourth
edition of Capital . According to En-
gels, these two terms describe two op-
posite historical aspects of human
work. The first “creates use-values
and is qualitatively determined,” and
also “creates value and is only mea-
sured quantitatively.”4 The second
expression describes a type of work
that capitalist production relations
necessarily make alienated and is as-
sociated primarily with wage labor.
In other words, work is labor from
which its alienating characteristics
have been excised. At the end of the
previous quote, Marx points out the
dialectical tension related to this dif-
ference — the idea being that the
workers’ enthusiasm about nature
and the ways in which they carry out
their work is directly related to the
enjoyment of the interplay between
their own physical and mental forces.

This leads us to the topic of alienation — the
denial of this enthusiasm and enjoyment.

WORK AND ALIENATION
Work creates wealth because it creates val-
ue. Marx bases the theory of value on work
and distinguishes between two types of val-
ue: use value and exchange value. What de-
fines the use values of a thing is its usefulness
— these values “become a reality only by use
or consumption: they also constitute the
substance of all wealth, whatever may be the
social form of that wealth.”5 There are useful
things for us that are not the product of hu-
man work, such as the air we breathe. There
are also useful things that, being a product of
human work, are not commodities, because
they are either produced for the enjoyment
of those who produced them or are not so-
cially exchanged.6 A commodity is charac-
terized by the dialectical unit use value-ex-
change value, being transferred through an
exchange and having a use value for those
whoacquire it,whichthengivesa social char-
acter to the use value. That is to say, the for-
mationofvaluefromworkdependsonuse—
a fruit of useless work makes work equally
useless, says Marx.7

Use value is, therefore, associated with the
qualities of a product that meet certain hu-
man needs. Exchange value is, in turn, linked
to quantity, currently taking the form of
money. Furthermore, “Human labor power
in motion, or human labour, creates value,
but is not itself value. It becomes value only
in its congealed state, when embodied in the
form of some object.”8 We can, however, ask
the question: what use value can a work of art
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like a film have and what human needs does it
respond to? It responds to the historically sit-
uated needs of, for example, fulfilling the
imagination, educating the senses, finding
new perspectives, recording memory, ex-
pressing experiences, and writing into reali-
ty another reality, both in the sphere of cre-
ation and in the realm of appreciation.
The process of answering this question leads
us to the double face of work, which we can
directlyrelatetoart.Aswehaveseen,workis
not just the creation of objects that satisfy
human needs, but also the art of human be-
ings making use of their reflective and cre-
ative powers. This second facet of work is in-
separable from the first, because, as we saw
in Engels, work is also a means of human self-
awareness. Extending this idea, we can con-
clude that humans only truly transform nat-
ural resources when they are aware of this
transformation—immediately aware of the
ways in which they affirm, apply, and devel-
op their capabilities in this process. Such hu-
man consciousness springs from the knowl-
edge and perception of transformative activ-
ity and its integration into humanness. Work
and art materialize and shape objects, but
they also materialize and shape human sub-
jectivity within the framework of the social
materiality of human life. As Adolfo Sánchez
Vázquez summarizes:
Marx and Engels thus conceive of a society in
which artistic creation is neither the activity
that concentrates exclusively on exceptionally
gifted individuals, nor is it an exclusive and
unique activity. It is, on the one hand, a society
of humans-artists in that not only art, but work
itself, is the expression of the creative nature of
humanity. Human work, as a total manifesta-

tion of the essential forces of human be-
ings, already contains an aesthetic pos-
sibility that art fully realizes. Every hu-
man being, therefore, in communist so-
ciety, will be a creator, that is, an artist.9

This Marxist perspective on work
contrasts with the one that Sean Say-
ers calls hedonistic and instrumental,
which sees human beings as seeking
only what gives them pleasure and, at
the same time, understand work as a
burdensome task that they unwit-
tingly complete.10 This conception
motivates the following speculation
by the Scottish philosopher David
Hume in his writing on the principles
of morals:
Let us suppose that nature has bestowed
on the human race such a profuse abun-
dance of all external conveniences, that,
without any uncertainty in the event,
without any care or industry on our
part, every individual findshimself fully
provided with whatever his most vora-
cious appetites can want, or luxurious
imagination wish or desire [...].11

This is indeed an idealistic vision,
which assumes that human beings are
outside nature and history, unalter-
able, waiting only for the adjustment
between themselves and the world. It
is a point of view that is, in itself, an
effect of bourgeois ideology that op-
posesworktosatisfactionandmanual
to intellectual activity. Marx disputes
this position and instead details the
awkward human experience of labor
as a specific historical condition of the
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capitalist system, which means that
such a condition is neither perpetual
nor unchanging. Marx’s analysis is
based on the fact of alienation, of
which estrangement is an integral
part.12

Workers are removed from them-
selves as producers because the
means and subjects of labor do not be-
longtothem.Theyareseparatedfrom
the crystallization of their labor, they
are opposed to the fruit of their activi-
ty, which in the capitalist system is
taken away from them to become
strange and independent. They are
distanced from the act of production
through routine, the intense rhythm
of production, the disconnected divi-
sion of labor, low level of professional
qualification, and the reduction of the
labor force to a commodity — to
wages as exchange value. Finally, they
are alienated from the other workers,
with whom they compete instead of
cooperating. In the Economic and
Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844,
Marx calls work a vital human activi-
ty, to such a great extent that alienat-
ed work leads to an “estrangement of
man from man.”13

The solution becomes evident for
Marx. Only through the revolution-
ary transformation of the relations of
production can the dispossessed labor
disappeartomakewayforanotherex-
perience of work . Hence the need for
the private ownership of the means of
production to be abolished. This
would result in the reestablishment of

the connection between workers and the
means, subject, product of work, and their
workforce; therefore with nature, therefore
with themselves, carrying out that which
their historical-political conscience dictates
and their material-historical situation al-
lows. Historically situating this change pre-
vents one from thinking of this reconnection
as a kind of move back or a withdrawal, a re-
turn to the past. To make this connection
again, on the contrary, involves the estab-
lishment of a new stage in human history.
Work then becomes production, workers
become producers, affirming their produc-
tiveandcreativepowers,andfulfillingthem-
selves at and through work. Art is a transpar-
ent example of this, even when it emerges
within the capitalist system, because, as the
Marxist philosopher José Barata-Moura
contends, “it represents a direct and proper
expression of human creativity in the
world.”14 The same thinker summaries that
“artistic expression, in the colorful panoptic
of its developments and in the varied
panoply of its instantiations, constitutes an
integral element of the human work of reali-
ties, in the sense of printing in them an en-
riching seal of humanity.”15

CONCLUSION: ART AND
WORK
In art as work we can find work as art, which
is the liberation of work from the domain of
necessity, fromtheforcedactivity inorderto
survive, as it exists in capitalism. In this re-
gard, it is worth mentioning Marx’s follow-
ing words from the third book in Capital:
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Freedom in this field can only consist in so-
cialised man, the associated producers, ratio-
nally regulating their interchange with Na-
ture, bringing it under their common control,
instead of being ruled by it as by the blind forces
of Nature; and achieving this with the least ex-
penditure of energy and under conditions most
favourable to, and worthy of, their human na-
ture. But it nonetheless still remains a realm of
necessity. Beyond it begins that development of
human energy which is an end in itself, the true
realm of freedom, which, however, can blossom
forth only with this realm of necessity as its ba-
sis. The shortening of the working-day is its ba-
sic prerequisite.16

Wemaybetemptedtoseeworkinthefieldof
art as an exception, something that has to be
dealtwithseparatelygiventhelaborandeco-
nomic relationships that support it. Howev-
er, this approach is an ideological conse-
quence of capitalism that obscures this kind
of work as an example as well as an alterna-
tive in the prevailing system of production
relations. It is an example because it demon-
strates how the workforce is devalued in cap-
italism and how art loses its social function in
order to fulfill a limited role of refinement or
entertainment. This is related to the strong
ideological component that art often has and
consequently to the critical possibilities it
can open, with relative autonomy in a con-
textdominatedbybourgeois ideology. It is in
this sense that it may be seen as an alterna-
tive, given that art is an activity in which, due
to its own characteristics of production and
reception,estrangement fromhumanityand
alienation are less present. Through art, hu-
man beings can look at themselves not only
as a product of history, but above all as mak-

ers of history—as part of the interre-
lationships that situate them and al-
low them to situate themselves in the
social whole.17

Álvaro Cunhal calls attention to the
way in which social life influences and
is reflected in the work of art. Artists
may refuse or deny social influences,
but they cannot avoid them:

The influence and reflexes of social life
on artistic creation may or may not de-
pend on the artist’s will. In any case,
they are an objective reality. They stem
from the fact that the human being lives
insocietyandthattheartist,asahuman
being, is under permanent external in-
fluences, namely social ones.18

Like Marx before him, Cunhal does
not isolate phenomena. He does not
examine them in a deterministic or
mechanistic way, as the vulgar mate-
rialists criticised by Lenin did,19 but
dialectically. Works of art appear
within the web of social relations, at a
certain historical moment, and so
they are also marked by class conflict
both in their origin and in their differ-
ent interpretations and appropria-
tions.

Vertov’s bombastic words reassert
therevolutionanditspopularcompo-
nent. Cunhal says that art history rec-
ognizes the works of great artists and,
at times, recovers and appreciates the
works of others that have been disre-
garded, omitted, or erased from his-
torical accounts. But, “it is also in it-
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self an affirmation of the artistic cre-
ativity of and the contribution of cre-
ativity of peoples for the creativity of
artists and for the art heritage of hu-
manity.”20 This is a critical issue due
to the antagonism that is often laid
down by liberal thinking between the
singular and the common, singularity
and community, the individual and
the collective. What Vertov suggests
in his answer is a dialectical approach
to this question. Similarly, Barata-
Moura argues that singularity only
emerges as such “in an interactive
community framework of relationali-
ties” and adds that, in fact, “[w]hat
characterizes the current metaphysi-
cal dichotomizations, of an irre-
ducible ‘atomism’ contrasted with
the abstract dissolution in the ‘mass,’
is precisely, from a philosophical
point of view, a disconcerting absence
of dialectics.”21

It is no accident that Vertov mentions
the Volkhov hydroelectric power sta-
tion,whichwas intheprocessofbeing
completed when he gave his reply. It
was to be inaugurated in December
1926. And it was the achievement of a
people, the result of the joint effort of
many workers to build a fundamental
piece for the industrial and economic
development of Russia and the
USSR. Vertov, Sergei M. Eisenstein,
Vsevolod Pudovkin, and other Soviet
filmmakers, always valued the contri-
bution of those who worked with
them, never forgetting the collective
feature of film production.

Inseparable from this important apprecia-
tion of human cooperation is the political
and historical awareness that Vertov’s an-
swer reveals about the need to articulate, in
concert, art as work and work as art. None
of them would be the filmmakers they were,
regarding their artistic work as a complex
formoftangledimaginative, transformative,
emancipatory, individual as well as collec-
tive practices, without the October 1917
Revolution and the socialist theoretical con-
tributions to art more generally.
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